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Transform Guest WiFi into a 
Sponsorship Revenue Driver.
Enable a host of marketing features and 
analytics capabilities for you and your 
sponsors.

Connect is an enterprise grade platform that is able to capture user 
behavioural information, demographics, and contact information to 
create sophisticated multichannel marketing opportunities for your 
sponsors. It doesn’t require any new hardware deployment for any of its 
products and works with existing WiFi infrastructure at the property.



Aislelabs Connect: How it works

Visitors enter
establishment

They join
guest WiFi

You receive data and 
build a powerful CRM

Provide sponsors with 
retargeting opportunities 

Drive sponsorship 
revenue
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How Aislelabs guest WiFi can work for you



SPORTING EVENT
USE CASE



A Stadium is 
Sponsored by a 
Luxury Watchmaker
Nimbletime sponsors Arcadium 
Stadium which seats up to 20,000 
fans.

Arcadium Stadium is a venue that can seat thousands 
of fans for large events. Watchmaker Nimbletime 
wants to promote their luxury watches to sports fans 
and sponsors the stadium.



Sponsors Cannot Reach 
Audience Directly
Nimbletime runs display marketing 
through the venue but has no way to 
engage once fans leave the stadium.

While Nimbletime’s message and marketing is shown 
throughout the stadium, they cannot follow up and retarget 
these fans.



Connect Collects Opt-In 
Data from Fans
When visitors sign opt-in to the guest 
WiFi via Connect, behavioural and 
demographic data is collected.

Connect collects fan data when they sign on to the WiFi 
providing not only behavioural and contextual information, but 
also contact information as well.



Arcadium Stadium 
Receives 10,000 Opt-Ins 
Nimbletime can now reach to these 
10,000 fans even after they leave the 
stadium.

Arcadium Stadium collects data on everyone who signs onto 
the guest WiFi during a basketball game. They can now 
engage with fans on behalf of Nimbletime and retarget fans 
with advertising via digital advertising on social media 
networks such as Facebook Ads or through direct email 
campaigns.



New Source of Revenue 
for Stadiums
Arcadium Stadium provides more value to 
the sponsor and can charge Nimbletime 
for demographic information.

With key demographic information at Arcadium Stadium’s 
disposal, they can retain their sponsors longer and upsell 
marketing services providing new sources of revenue.



CONCERT
USE CASE



Stadium is Booked for 
Popular Music Acts
Arcadium Stadium is booked for a sold 
out show by popular musician Clayton 
Pierce.

Arcadium Stadium also books many musical acts through the 
year who play to large audiences that can fill the entire 
stadium.



Music Acts Cannot 
Reach Their Audiences
Clayton Pierce’s marketing team cannot 
reach the fans who have shown up to 
the live performance.

Musicians are incredibly dependent upon the fans who show 
up to live shows as they are the ones who tend to spend 
money on merchandise.



Musicians Can Market to 
Their Fans
Even after the live show has come and 
gone Clayton Pierce can continue to 
market to his fans.

12,000 people sign onto Arcadium Stadium’s guest WiFi which 
can then be made available to Clayton Pierce’s marketing 
team. They can target fans on social media to sell exclusive 
merchandise they may have missed at the show or even a copy 
of the live performance they attended. The stadium provides 
more value to the muscian’s marketing team and can charge 
for demographic information.



TRADE SHOW
USE CASE



Consumer Electronics 
Trade Show
Epoch Convention Centre hosts the 
Vortex Consumer Electronics Show.

A large trade show takes place every year featuring one 
of the world’s largest electronics companies: Icepaw 
Electronics.



Electronics Vendor 
Sponsors the Guest WiFi
5,000 visitors to the convention 
connect to the guest WiFi which is 
sponsored by IcePaw Electronics.

Icepaw Electronics sponsors the free guest WiFi during the 
Vortex Consumer Electronics Show. 5,000 people who are 
highly interested in consumer electronics opt-in are shown 
IcePaw’s newest mobile device on the splash page which will 
launch in six months.



Sponsors Can Monetize 
Collected Data
Icepaw Electronics can now reach to 
this group of users after the electronics 
show finishes.

When the new Icepaw mobile device launches they can 
market directly to the audience that attended the Vortex 
Consumer Electronics Show months earlier.



Convention Centre 
Grows Revenue
Epoch Convention Centre can offer 
this service to grow revenue.

The convention centre can provide this premium service 
during each trade show or convention to potential 
sponsors.
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